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The acoustic guitar and accordion are perhaps the most popular instruments in
Brazil. Throughout our musical history, these instruments have been important
in the creation of styles and genres, and are still present all over the country.
Marco Pereira and Toninho Ferragutti, two of the most important musicians who
play these instruments, play together to prove that, on a duet, the guitar and the
bellows can create a rich artistic experience. The result of this encounter is at the
CD Comum de Dois, released by Borandá record label.
The project began on January, 2013, when the musicians were invited to participate
in the 31st Music Workshop of Curitiba. The event’s administrator, Sérgio Albach,
suggested that the musicians made a concert. This proposal reunited two friends
who had not played together for years. In the early ‘90s, in São Paulo, Pereira and
Ferragutti where part of a trio with Swami Jr., who played the double bass, but the
guitarist moved to Rio de Janeiro and the group no longer existed.
The repertoire was chosen in conjunction, and its selection values the themes.
“I adjusted his songs for my instrument and vice versa”, said Ferragutti. The
exceptions are Caymmi x Nazareth (with new interpretations from Dorival Caymmi
and Ernesto Nazareth) and Mulher Rendeira (Zé do Norte), and their arrangements
were previously created by Marco Pereira. The guitarist composed three songs
– Amigo Léo, Flor das águas and Bate-coxa – while the accordionist composed
four songs: Flamenta, Victoria, Nova and Sanfonema. “Our musical identities
are similar. Toninho did a great job on naming the record. Both of us bring our
personal experience, but when we play together we use the things we have in
common”, explained Pereira.

Excited with the debut show, at the theater of the Dean’s Office of the Federal
University of Parana, the musicians continued working in a series of concerts in other
cities from the São Paulo State and in São Paulo city. The audience was very receptive,
which amazed the artists for two reasons: “Firstly, only two songs from the repertoire
are largely known by the audience. Secondly, although we make popular music, we use
many elements from the classical language”, said the accordionist.
The short tour prepared the musicians for the disc recording, which was produced
with resources from the Cultural Action Program of São Paulo State (Programa
de Ação Cultural do Estado de São Paulo, ProAC). “Marco’s play integrates
Baden Powell’s (1937-2000) right hand when improvising the bebop, and Toninho
aggregates the accordion’s southern and northeastern traditions to Miles Davis’
(1926-1991) cool jazz”, explained Sidney Molina, guitarist and reviewer at Folha de
S.Paulo, after a concert at the Conservatory Hall in Sao Paulo.
The acoustic guitar and the accordion are complete instruments – not only they
are tuneful and harmonic, but also create varied rhythms. “The accordion has the
typical snort of the bellows, while the acoustic guitar has a percussive touch when
played”, defines Pereira. At the same time, they have different characteristics, so the
musicians have to be especially careful for the duet to be successful. The loudness of
the accordion, for example, is much higher than the guitar’s, even when it is amplified.
Therefore, finding the correct dynamics is as important as the progress fluency.
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These challenges make the musical dialogue even more interesting. “I really like the
rhythmic plan that they prepare for each other”, said the accordionist. It’s a duet that
allows the construction of a solid harmony with many tunes. “We gather together
the European classical music language, the improvisation in jazz and the rhythmic
and songful expression in the Brazilian popular music”, explains the guitarist.
The conductor Gil Jardim said: “Pereira and Ferragutti are magicians that make the
acoustic guitar, the accordion and the soul available to musical ideas, colors and
nuances without limits, in the written songs or in the improvised songs”.
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